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Denials and further obfuscations about their overt manipulations of election
information and news bias will no longer serve the Silicon Valley Paypal
Cartel.

Congress now has some mighty weapons in it's hand for the exposure of the
Silicon Deep State.

Google/Alphabet, Twitter and Facebook have been ordered to appear before
the offices of the people but their "Didn' Do Nuffin" attitude will no longer
help them. Congress has a bundle of hard facts and evidence in hand this
time.

Hard evidence includes: Ex-employee testimony; details from the James
Damore, and other, lawsuits; a slew of evidence videos (ie:
https://www.real.video/channel/tuffnews1 ); reports by the editor of
Psychology Today: Dr. Robert Epstein; Russian FSB analysis documents,
university research documents, forensic analysis, internal leaked emails and
texts from top Google, Twitter and Facebook executives and VC's; and more.

One forensic study, which has produced thousands of pages of results states:
"...We placed autonomous monitoring applications on co-location servers, shared
hosting ISP's, stand-alone servers and sites around the world over ten years ago
and monitored: 1.) Google's search results compared to other search engines, 2.)
Google's DNS and spoofing activities, 3.) Google's results on 100 key search terms
including search terms of assets, candidates and business associates connected to
Google (ie: "Obama", "Elon Musk", "Election Results", etc.), 4.) Where Google sends
data from users clicking on Google supplied links, 5.) Where fabricated "mole"
data that was injected as user data ultimately ended up later, and other metrics.
The results prove that Google abuses the market, the public, politics and human
rights...."

https://www.real.video/channel/tuffnews1


It is now virtually impossible for the Silicon Valley tech oligarchs to deny their
collusion and actions to rig elections, news and information in order to seek
to benefit their owners personal financial and ideological interests.

The hard analysis of over a decade of comparative data studies proves,
beyond any doubt, that Facebook, Google and Twitter: 1.) Only hire leftist
extremists 2.) Finance and get government payola from leftist candidates 3.)
Are run by leftist extremists 4.) Have a 90%, or higher, bias towards leftist
propaganda 5.) Have meetings and organized events together to collude on
political tactics 5.) hold covert trust funds, shell corporations, family trusts
and real estate assets which hide the profits from such actions and 6.) are the
primary participants in some of the largest left-wing DARK MONEY PAC's in
the world.

In a series of Congressional Hearings, starting with the new U.S. House
Judiciary Committee hearing, The Silicon Valley Oligarchs can expect leaks
and whistle-blower data to begin to peel the onion of their operation and
reveal the deepest secrets of their frat boy collusion club. Silicon Valley's
lobbyists are thought to be the parties most responsible for tainting and
compromising the FBI by using insider trading incentives to steer policy.

Silicon Valley Oligarch Cartel: Facebook, Twitter, Alphabet to testify at U.S.
House hearing

The logo of Facebook is pictured during the Viva Tech start-up and
technology summit in Paris, France, May 25, 2018.
REUTERS/Charles Platiau
More

By David Shepardson

WASHINGTON (Reuters) - The U.S. House Judiciary Committee will hold a hearing on
Tuesday to take testimony from Facebook Inc <FB.O>, Alphabet Inc's YouTube unit
<GOOGL.O> and Twitter Inc <TWTR.N> on whether social media companies are filtering
content for political reasons, the committee chairman said.

Conservative Republicans in Congress have criticized social media companies for what
they claim are politically motivated practices in removing some content, a charge the
companies have rejected.

The logo of Facebook is pictured during the Viva Tech start-up
and technology summit in Paris
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Secret plan...  

 

Republicans prep Rosenstein impeachment...  

 

Strzok arrogance 'product of corrupt FBI'... 

FACEBOOK DOES IT AGAIN: Gospel song flagged as political... 

CA DEMS REBUKE FEINSTEIN...

House Judiciary Committee chairman Bob Goodlatte said in a statement on Friday that he
was pleased the companies will send experts "to answer questions on their content
moderation practices and how they can be better stewards of free speech in the United
States and abroad."

Twitter declined to comment. Facebook on Friday confirmed they would participate but
declined further comment. Alphabet did not immediately comment.

Facebook's head of global policy management (and "Professional Liar For Facebook)
Monika Bickert, Youtube global head of public policy and government relations Juniper
Downs and Twitter's senior strategist Nick Pickles will testify, the committee said.

The committee held a hearing in April on the same topic after representatives of the
companies skipped it.

Republicans repeatedly suggested at the hearing that the companies are censoring or
blocking content from conservatives, a charge the companies rejected.

Lawmakers from both parties agreed tech companies must remove illegal content like
fraud, piracy and sex trafficking but differed on whether they should remove objectionable
content.

Goodlatte said "while these companies may have legal, economic, and ideological
reasons to manage their content like a traditional media outlet, we must nevertheless
weigh as a nation whether the standards they apply endanger our free and open society
and its culture of freedom of expression."

Nadler added "conservative commentary, including conspiracy theories of a conservative
bent, regularly rank among the most far-reaching posts on Facebook and elsewhere."

Facebook Chief Executive Mark Zuckerberg told Congress in April that he is "very
committed to making sure that Facebook is a platform for all ideas."

(Reporting by David Shepardson, Editing by Rosalba O'Brien and Diane Craft)
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Silicon Valley eyes Africa as new tech frontier for political

manipulation...
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